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Statement of the Problem: Posterior fixation and fusion is the most commonly used surgical technique for the treatment of adult 
deformities. This technique has high rates of complications particularly in adults. In children, the use of instrumentations without 
graft has shown good reliability. We propose the use of posterior fixation without fusion in adults. The aim of this study is to 
evaluate correction, complications and morbidity of a new technique of fixation for major adult spinal deformities. 

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: We conducted a monocentric prospective study. The operative technique is a posterior-
only fixation via two separated approaches: one at the upper thoracic spine with eight hooks and one mini-open approach at the 
Lumbosacral Spine with two iliosacral screws. The rods are implanted via a subfascial tunnel. Radiological correction, rate of 
complications and morbidity were evaluated at last follow-up.

Findings: Seventy-seven patients were included with a mean age of 46 (18-76) with a mean follow-up of 3 years. Scoliosis 
etiologies were idiopathic scoliosis (40%), cerebral palsy (38%) and others (neurological deformities, camptocormia) (22%). 
Main curve angle was 77° (35-130). At the latest FU, main curvature angle was improved of 50%. Mean operating time 
was 262 min and mean blood loss (44cc/level) has decreased. Twenty-seven patients had no complications. 33 patients were 
not reoperated. Medical complications were very rare (3). Septic complications (16, 20%) were common in cerebral palsy. 
Mechanical complications were divided between rod fractures (22, 28%) and disconnections of the inferior fixation system (15, 
19%), for an overall rate of 57%.

Conclusion & Significance: Despite not being a perfect method, most patients have had very simple post-operative management 
and are satisfied with the result. Improvement of the technique should focus on decreasing immediate mechanical complications. 
It remains necessary to follow this cohort to evaluate outcomes at a longer follow-up.

Figure 1. Example of the first patient operated with the technique; pre and postoperative Clinical aspect and EOS radiographs. Result at five years 
of follow-up.
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